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“Carp Wrestlers”                                   “Carp Wrestlers”                                   “Carp Wrestlers”                                   
@ Muscovy@ Muscovy@ Muscovy   

 

by Nick Hawken. 
 
 

By way of explanation, the carp was raised and lowered by a rope and pulley                  

system anchored to the bottom of the pond. The rope was slackened off and the 

carp bobbed to the surface, where the marshals wrangled the arrows out of it as 

they are doing in the picture. They wore long plastic gloves to reach down into 

the pond to pull out those shafts that missed - keeping dry was essential in the 

cold November weather.  Then the rope was pulled tight and the carp was drawn 

down to the bottom again, waiting for the next group to test their skill.  

The Carp-o-Matic 500, as we dubbed it, 

worked perfectly from the start,                      

the dam turning out to be more of a 

challenge with the stream swollen by     

floodwater! 
 

Nick Hawken, 

Secretary and Coach, Muscovy Archers. 

Cover Story ! 



 

 
 
 
 
 

   Carol Archery  
was 40 Years old on 8th August. 

Can’t believe it…40 years (but I’m still only 21)!  

 

Lessons and arrow matching are now back in full swing…BUT…PLEASE,                                 
book before turning up as I’m really busy. 

 

Of course, I’m still doing mail order for those who know what they need. 
 

And if you don’t, book a time to visit and get lots of advice and a cuppa! 
 

ARROW MATCHING 
It really isn’t possible to sort your arrows over the phone or 
by email… so do book yourself an arrow matching session at 

my workshop. 
 

One thing though… PLEASE, do NOT buy a bow that is too                  
heavy for you… or you will injure yourself and arrow                             

matching is just not possible. 
 

I have arrows in 1/4, 9/32, 5/16 and 11/32 with most point 
weights, made up for you to try. 

 
 
 

 
Now I’m open again, book yourself a              

session and see the difference it                     
makes to your shooting skills. 

 
Arrow Matching, £35.  

 
or book an hour’s help with your                  

shooting, £49. 
 
 

My Carols Tri-Jig will help you make  
                our own arrows really easily! 

 
                                  Standard length £74    Long length £84 

 
 

I also make leather ‘stuff’, including quivers and armguards,                                                                   
pouches and belts, plus handbags and shoulder bags. 

 

Craft Cottage, Bookham Lodge Stud, Cobham Road, Stoke D’Abernon, Surrey, KT11 3QG 
 
 

Carolarchery.com     +44(0)1932 865181   07957 276892      carolsarchery@gmail.com 

“Carp Wrestlers”                                   “Carp Wrestlers”                                   “Carp Wrestlers”                                   

By way of explanation, the carp was raised and lowered by a rope and pulley                  
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FAN UK introducing                                    
presents... 

   

A little something from our friend in                        A little something from our friend in                        A little something from our friend in                        
Australia, the lovely Ian Fenton!Australia, the lovely Ian Fenton!Australia, the lovely Ian Fenton!  

 
Exc
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e! 
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FAN UK introducing                                    

A little something from our friend in                        A little something from our friend in                        A little something from our friend in                        

Bookings can be made by contacting 
 
 

Email: castle.shoot.bookings@gmail.com 
 
 

or via 
https://www.facebook.com/CastleBowmenArcheryClub 

 
 

We have three 2x20 open shoots for you, with the       
second edition of the Coronation Challenge                      

( join in for a chance to win a sword for a year!) 
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 ArcherySuccess.com 
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Open Shoot 

12th November 2023 

Report provided by Nick Hawken & pics provided by                         

Nick Hawken, Sophie Twigg and Alesi Plummer. 

 
We are lucky that our wood is so diverse in both species and terrain – a mixture 

of conifers and native deciduous trees, with a steep hills, gullies and streams, 

linked by a flat area of woodland which gives a little relief from the more wet 

and muddy areas! 

 

The course was of thirty six 3Ds, which we set in pairs making eighteen target 

stands - all of the animals, half the walking. In view of the heavy rain at the 

weekend which made the hollows even muddier and the hillsides quite slippery 

in places, the compressed course made life a lot easier for the competitors. 

 

Just over fifty archers shot on the day, which may not sound terribly impressive 

but, being the most southerly of the NFAS courses, many of the archers travel 

long distances to get to us.   

 

Rob Parfett, of Labyrinth Archers, guided us through the respectful                 

silence playing the Last Post on the cornet. Hearing those haunting 

notes echoing through the woodland was very moving.  
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Report provided by Nick Hawken & pics provided by                         

The shoot started well before ten, to make best use of the daylight, and it wasn’t 

long before the rain started in earnest. We had hoped that the morning would be 

dry as the Met Office predicted but it was not to be and the first two hours were 

fairly wet; however, the rain had moved on by lunchtime and the afternoon was 

fine. 

 

This was a relief for the members who were marshalling the underwater, carp 

shot. The rain had swollen the stream and it was overflowing the dam in three 

places instead of one. As well as contending with extracting arrows from the 

fish, when it was raised to the surface, they now had to reach deeper into the 

water to collect the arrows that missed, while trying to avoid filling their wellies 

in the torrent that was spilling over the top of the dam. With so much other               

water to contend with, the rain stopping was a real bonus.  

 

The Catering Crew did a great job all day, keeping archers and marshals alike 

very well fed. There was bacon, burgers and sausages as usual, but also a              

warming, thick soup and a wide range of the most wonderful cakes.   

 

The first groups were finishing at about 2pm and the mega-raffle bought the 

Admin. Team some precious time to process the score cards and complete the    

results. The site was clear by 3.30pm and everyone was on their way home in 

daylight.  

 

Were the competitors as pleased with the shoot as we were ourselves? I think so 

– we had a very complimentary letter the next day from an archer with limited 

mobility, who appreciated the warm welcome for him and his club mates, the 

fact that we were able to start him on a nearby peg that minimised his walking, 

the great food (especially the cakes), the paired animal format which, worked 

really well and, finally, the care we took over the newly qualified members of 

his club on their first shoot - apparently, they will be back next time. That’s all 

we ask - what more is there to say except - many thanks to Sophie Twigg and 

Alesi Plummer for the extra pictures! 
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AMERICAN FLAT BOW 

  GENTS  CLUB   SCORE/SPOTS 

1ST   PEELING ROY  YEWTREE  454 4 

2ND  SCOTT MARTIN ARMS OF OLD  426 - 

 

  LADIES  CLUB   SCORE/SPOTS 

1ST   GULLIVER RAE BOWMEN OF BUDE  470 4 

  PEELING JANE YEWTREE  258 1 

3RD   RICHARDS SARAH BRIXHAM  438 2 

  SHERWOOD AMY ARMS OF OLD  418 2 

  TWIGG SOPHIE EXMOUTH  393 - 

2ND  WALTER JANE ELMTREE  442 1 

  WHITFIELD JAINE ASHCOMBE  390 1 

 

BAREBOW 

  GENTS   CLUB   SCORE/SPOTS 

  CAIN PASTY  SOUTH HAMS  464 4 

2ND  LANGLEY MIKE BUDE   596 4 

1ST  POTIER WARREN BUDE   624 3 

3RD   TUCKER JAMIE ASHCOMBE  592 5 

  TWIGG ROB  EXMOUTH  534 2 

  WESTON BARRY ASHCOMBE  562 4 

 

  LADIES   CLUB   SCORE/SPOTS 

1ST   ARNOTT ANNA THORNBURY  486 3 

2ND  DYSON LILLY-JO SOUTH HAMS  374 - 

NONCOMP  MACRAE NICOLA  TAVISTOCK  402  

 

BOWHUNTER 

  GENTS   CLUB   SCORE/SPOTS 

2ND  ANDREWS DAVE HARTSPRING  570 2 

3RD   FARR PAUL  TOAD HOLLOW 548 2 

  FARR TOM  TOAD HOLLOW 528 2 

1ST   YOUNG TONY  SOUTH HAMS  616 6 

 

COMPOUND LIMITED 

  GENTS   CLUB   SCORE/SPOTS 

2ND  PARFETT ROB  LABYRINTH  604 4 

1ST  SMITH PHIL  TOAD HOLLOW 634 7 
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FREESTYLE 

  GENTS   CLUB   SCORE/SPOTS 

1ST  WAY SCOTT  SOUTH HAMS  566 4 

 

HUNTING TACKLE 

  GENTS   CLUB   SCORE/SPOTS 

  BELLINGER BRIAN  BOWMEN OF BUDE  512  2 

  BUTT KIERAN  BRIXHAM  356 1 

1ST  FRYER DAVE  BRIXHAM  586 5 

2ND  HIPGRAVE STEVE SOUTH HAMS  556 2 

  MUDIE CAMERON BOWMEN OF BUDE  348  - 

3RD   SHARLAND DEREK   ASHCOMBE  550 - 

 

LONGBOW 

  GENTS   CLUB   SCORE/SPOTS 

  BAY DAVE  ASHCOMBE  430 - 

2ND  BUTT DARYL  BRIXHAM  486 1 

  MCMILLAN TERRY   ASHCOMBE  RETIRED  

  MUDIE IAN  BOWMEN OF BUDE  422  1 

  TIPPING BRIAN ASHCOMBE  334 - 

1ST  VOWDEN TONY ASHCOMBE  536 2 

3RD   WATERS GARY BRIXHAM  482 - 

 

  LADIES   CLUB   SCORE/SPOTS 

1ST  BOLT ANGELA ASHCOMBE  458 - 

 

THUMB DRAW 

  GENTS   CLUB   SCORE/SPOTS 

1ST  EVANS DEREK SOUTH HAMS  500 2 

 

TRADITIONAL BOWHUNTER 

  GENTS   CLUB   SCORE/SPOTS 

3RD   BENNETT JACK BUDE (1ST SHOOT)) 446 1 

  BURGESS-ALLEN STEPHEN SOUTH HAMS 374 1 

  CARRIVICK JEREMY  SOUTH HAMS  414 2 

2ND  DYER DAVID  THORNBURY   458 - 

1ST  READ JOHN  BRIXHAM   468 2 

  START JIM  SOUTH HAMS   428 2 
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TRADITIONAL BOWHUNTER 

  LADIES  CLUB   SCORE/SPOTS 

3RD   HERZOG LAUREN BUDE (1ST SHOOT) 370 - 

1ST  PIPER KAT TAVISTOCK  448 2 

2ND  PLUMMER ALESI SENLAC  402 2 

 

  BOYS U16 CLUB   SCORE/SPOTS 

1ST  MUDIE JOSEPH  BOWMEN OF BUDE 424 2 

 

UNLIMITED 

  GENTS   CLUB  SCORE/SPOTS 

  COLLINS MATT BRIXHAM 570 - 

2ND  DART JACOB   BRIXHAM 694 9 

1ST  JARRETT PHILIP SENLAC  778 22 

3RD   VANSTONE TREVOR  ELMTREE 692 9 

 

CROSSBOW 

  GENTS   CLUB  SCORE/SPOTS 

1ST  PARKINSON ANDREW  SOUTH HAMS 642 4 
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Archery on the                              Archery on the                              
Big ScreenBig Screen  

  

Now showing:                                       Now showing:                                       
“The Black Arrow”“The Black Arrow”  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Reviewed by David Hastings.Reviewed by David Hastings.
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Archery on the                              Archery on the                              

Now showing:                                       Now showing:                                       

Columbia Pictures (1948)Columbia Pictures (1948)  
  

Starring: Louis Hayward, Janet Blair                            Starring: Louis Hayward, Janet Blair                            

& George Macready.& George Macready.  
  

Director: Gordon DouglasDirector: Gordon Douglas
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www.blackridge-archery.co.uk 
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Archery England 2024                                 

Shoot Dates 

Archery England would like to announce the following: - 

 

 The British 3D Championships are to be held at                                              

Deer Park Archers in Gloucester on 18th and 19th May 2024. 

 

 The British Field Championships will be held at                                           

Overton on the 25th/26th May 2024. 

 

 The English Field Championships will be at Dearne Valley Archers                      

at their Joyce Kiddy shoot on 30th/31st March. 

 

 The English 3D Championships - TBC - August/September. 

 

 

 

Information provided                  by Michaela Lake. 

 



 

Archery England 2024                                 

The British 3D Championships are to be held at                                              

The British Field Championships will be held at                                           

The English Field Championships will be at Dearne Valley Archers                      

 

 

 

 

Photographer: Billy Wilding    Location: Regent Archers 



 

www.etsy.com/uk/shop/archersjewellery 
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Photographs by Jim Granger at the                 

SFAA Scottish Bowhunter Champs 2023



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Photographs by Jim Granger at the                  

SFAA Scottish Bowhunter Champs 2023 
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~ The Bowyer’s Diary ~ 
 

“ “Re-re-re-re-Repair”  
(a lesson in the art of  

archers’ perseverance…) 
 

by Derek Hutchison (AKA “Del the Cat”). 
 

 

My mate JT proffered me his big Bamboo backed Yew Primitive (120# 

@31” that I’d made 5 years ago) … “Is this destined for the log burner?” 

he asked, looking rather glum and pointing at the split running through 

the riser and down into the belly. 

It’s been repaired multiple times, having had a new back when a splinter 

lifted (repeated 12 hours later due to a bad batch of glue!), the riser had 

been replaced as it had split off, and also needed a subsequent repair               

incorporating a bamboo reinforcement (see diagram below): 
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been replaced as it had split off, and also needed a subsequent repair               

I gave the first of my two standard answers: - 

1. “Leave it with me, and I’ll see what I can do.”  

2. “Just keep an eye on it and see if it gets worse”. 

With some bows, they are not worth the effort, but this is a bit special. 

First thing I did was to band-saw off the Ash riser - it showed that the 

crack in the belly wasn’t too bad and that if I could glue a lamination over 

it, giving a longer area of fade a new riser could be added on top of that. 

I cleaned up the belly, with a rasp, removing all traces of the old riser.                     

I chiselled out some of the bamboo reinforcement where it had stopped 

the crack going across the grip but it had opened the glue line between 

bamboo and wood and the crack had run alongside the ‘boo. I cleaned it 

back past the crack and glued in a new piece of bamboo.  

The surface where the riser had been rasped clean was now slightly                

concave, which wasn’t a problem as a 5mm Yew slat flexed easily to                 

conform. The slat, once glued in position was sanded flat on the belt 

sander. Finally, a new Ash riser was glued on. 

Now the real problem is, how do you blend a working limb into a stiff 

grip? Nothing is entirely stiff, even bridges and skyscrapers flex. There are 

two fundamental questions: what shape should the fade be?  

AND does a binding of linen thread with superglue soaked into it actually 

add any strength or is it just a psychological/cosmetic crutch? Having got 

it all glued back together I thought I’d give it a gentle flex on the tiller                 

before doing the laborious binding… it came back to 40# fine, so I went 
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for 50# “CRACK” … the Yew slat had split, which was surprising as I felt it would be 

sufficiently flexible... (I then remembered that the Yew I had used was from some 

that was rather prone to splitting). Fortunately, it was quick enough to carve/rasp/

sand off the yew and do a replacement in Ash. It also persuaded me to look more 

closely at the properties of the linen thread binding. 

I measured the breaking strain of the coarse thread as 25#. There are 8 strands per 

cm on the binding of the grip (which is 10cm long) - that’s 80 strands - but the 

strands run down either side too, so that’s 160. Multiplying 160 x 25# gives 4000#. 

Now some might argue that is optimistic, but I’d say it’s pessimistic as the                  

superglue binds the strands together and also glues them to the underlying wood. 

The actual figure doesn’t matter, it is obviously a very significant clamping force 

(‘clamping’ may not be the best word). 

Binding the grip is therefore, obviously a very good idea, and I decided that some 

supplementary binding, with finer thread, at the fades where the failures had 

propagated would also be a wise precaution. Interestingly, the finer linen thread is 

On the tiller 



 

Now some might argue that is optimistic, but I’d say it’s pessimistic as the                  
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only 15# breaking strain, but at 26 strands per cm it gives more clamping 

force than the coarse thread for every cm of binding. 

With the work all done again and the binding added, back to the tiller… 

50#, 60#, 70#... I continued up to 30” draw at about 95#, at which point               

I thought I’d better review the video, breathe a sigh of relief and have a 

cuppa! 

 

  

 

 

FD when new 



 

Did you know that if you would like to show your appreciation and 
support for FAN UK and what Hels is doing (and to enable her to                 
keep  the  magazine  free  for  everyone) you can DONATE? 

 
 

 

You may or may not know that "Field Archery News UK" online              
magazine is researched, edited and produced by just one person 
whose aim has always been and still is to bring field archery in all                 
its forms (alongside other forms of archery) and all associations &              
societies together in one place to celebrate, promote and share our 
wonderful sport with archers, clubs and enthusiasts across the UK       
and  worldwide. 
 
 

Any sum to keep the magazine going would be greatly appreciated - thank you :-) 
 

To Donate  just visit https://www.paypal.me/FANUKHels 

https://www.facebook.com/FieldArcheryNewsUK/  

https://twitter.com/NewsukField 

https://www.instagram.com/fieldarcherynewsuk/ 
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https://fairbowusa.com/ 
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Wexford Archery 
11th February 2024 

      

         by Doc Smith.  

 

 

 

 

 

I had a beautiful day down at Wexford Archery Club today.  

The course was great and the weather played a blinder. 
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Thanks to my shooting buddies today Don Bradley, James Byrne and -                  

of course - my Valentine, Fiona M. Smith. 

 



 



 www.clickersarchery.co.uk 
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THE BOURNE RETINUE OF ARCHERS THE BOURNE RETINUE OF ARCHERS THE BOURNE RETINUE OF ARCHERS 
ANNIVERSARYANNIVERSARYANNIVERSARY   

2 

by OH Boyd - Medieval Society Hon. Member                                                               

& Woodcarver to the Palace. 
 

March 4th is the anniversary of our first meeting and appropriately we have 
adopted the Latin version of “March Forth” as our motto.  

We began as an aspiring extension to the Medieval Society as auxiliaries                 
to support them here in the north in the various functions that they                              
represented as they are based in or near Sevenoaks in Kent, having no               

northern outpost. 

By adopting their ethos and standards, which are extremely high, we aspired 

to be adopted by them and, later last year, we were granted this privilege      
under the watchful eye of the Marshal of the Medieval Society, Gary Bourne. 

It was at this point that we became the Bourne Retinue of ArchersBourne Retinue of ArchersBourne Retinue of Archers. 

The Medieval Society were the originals 61 years ago, who investigated                     

armour by academic study from the Royal Armouries and the Wallace                       
collection to rediscover the truth of arms and armour of days gone past,                  
armour having been made obsolete by the power of the gun, except now for 
ceremonial purposes. 

The practicality of armour and the weaponry that accompanied those times 
having drifted into the mists of almost obscurity, re-imagined only by                       
Hollywood and its uninformed representations of  not  just  the  armour,  but 
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 Medieval Society Hon. Member                                                               

We began as an aspiring extension to the Medieval Society as auxiliaries                 
to support them here in the north in the various functions that they                              
represented as they are based in or near Sevenoaks in Kent, having no               

The Medieval Society were the originals 61 years ago, who investigated                     

armour by academic study from the Royal Armouries and the Wallace                       
collection to rediscover the truth of arms and armour of days gone past,                  

imagined only by                       

 

 

of the swordplay itself; Hollywood using modern fencing practices and                    
techniques rather than the historical accurate arming, longsword and sword 
and buckler. 

Not only was the armour rediscovered by those pioneers, but also was                      
the swordsmanship and the knightly pursuits associated with those times. 

The result is that the Medieval Society, from 

ancient manuscripts rediscovered the fighting 
techniques with swords and other deadly                
implements. 

Foremost, of course was the English Longbow, 
which has been 
our passion as 
we are Longbow 
Archers in the 

old mediaeval 
style, ignoring 

the modern Victorian style of Longbow with                 
its usage as a target weapon rather than a                
tool  of  war  and  conflict. 

“Early days”“Early days”“Early days” 

“Sword trading begins”“Sword trading begins”“Sword trading begins” 

“Medieval style”        >    >    >    >    >“Medieval style”        >    >    >    >    >“Medieval style”        >    >    >    >    > 
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We were very lucky in the beginning to have great shooting facilities in 
Kirmington, Lincolnshire granted by his Lordship, the Earl of Yarborough and -  
after the initial intake - we have six keen members, who have now been 
trained after a year as competent archers and much to their credit, they are 
properly equipped for the 15th century as Archers, Men at Arms, Noblemen, 

Scribes, and medic and an armourer, adopting different roles for different  
occasions... a very great leap forward in such a short time. 

“Our visit to the St Clere Estate”“Our visit to the St Clere Estate”“Our visit to the St Clere Estate” 
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Because these archers are now pretty well trained we can think to using 
them to instruct and educate a new intake so to that end, we will be                        
advertising for new members. 

As we are now the Bourne Retinue of Archers, our retinue clothing                     
represents that we are partied with the Medieval Society and our                               
Lincolnshire branch, which consists of a Lincoln Green ground with the gold/

yellow fleur-de-lys of Saint Mary, patron saint of Lincoln Cathedral, the gold 
representing the gold of our Barley grain. 

Thanks to the support from the Medieval Society we have full camping                      

facilities with pavilions and all the aspects we need to entertain and educate 
the public. We are also adopted into the War of the Roses Federation which 
has a huge membership and, as such, we can be invited to support their 
many activities through the mediaeval season and year. 

Already we have are gaining a packed calendar of events for 2024 and look 
forward to the season very much indeed. 

Article written and photos provided by OH Boyd,  

ohboyd@icloud.com. 

   
   
   
   
   

“The new Bourne Retinue“The new Bourne Retinue“The new Bourne Retinue   
of Archers livery coat”of Archers livery coat”of Archers livery coat” 



 



 



 

Photographs by Doc Smith, taken on 2nd & 3rd September, at the                                                                  Photographs by Doc Smith, taken on 2nd & 3rd September, at the                                                                  

IFAF National Bowhunter Champs 2023 hosted by Dunbrody Archers.IFAF National Bowhunter Champs 2023 hosted by Dunbrody Archers.
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Photographs by Doc Smith, taken on 2nd & 3rd September, at the                                                                  Photographs by Doc Smith, taken on 2nd & 3rd September, at the                                                                  

IFAF National Bowhunter Champs 2023 hosted by Dunbrody Archers.IFAF National Bowhunter Champs 2023 hosted by Dunbrody Archers.  
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www.shirearchery.co.uk 

 

 

Did you know that if you would like to show your appreciation and support for FAN UK and 

what Hels is doing (and to enable her to keep the magazine free for everyone) you can                

DONATE? You may or may not know that "Field Archery News UK" online magazine is               

researched, edited & produced by just one person whose aim has always been and still is to 

bring field archery in all its forms (alongside other forms of archery) and all associations & 

societies together in one place to celebrate, promote and share our wonderful sport with 

archers, clubs and enthusiasts across the UK & worldwide. 
 

Any sum to keep the magazine going would be greatly appreciated - thank you!  
 

To Donate just visit - https://www.paypal.me/FANUKHels 
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Donate to FAN UK! 



 

www.mandarinduck.net 

what Hels is doing (and to enable her to keep the magazine free for everyone) you can                

DONATE? You may or may not know that "Field Archery News UK" online magazine is               
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Cotteswold Mounted Archers have been meeting regularly during 

the winter months to keep up our archery skills. We go to Black 

Cat Archery near Swindon to shoot their field course in the woods 

which is a lot of fun and good value at just £10 for a day ticket.  

 

We have also been playing archery golf in the big field there.  

 

We are looking forward to running our first ever horseback archery 

hunt track event there in May, this is a longer winding course with 

multiple targets, some on the ground or on the offside of the track, 

some very long distance and at the highest level even a jump to 

do. Full report to follow in due course! 

 

Looking forward to spring and better weather! 

 

Helen Barnes, 

Cotteswold Mounted Archers. 

 

 

Update! 
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Aurora New Year shootAurora New Year shootAurora New Year shoot   

February 2024February 2024February 2024   
 

After an unplanned and unwelcome postponement due to a fly-tipping incident at the ground 
a few days before our original date, we were delighted and relieved to welcome close to a full 
house to our 2024 Aurora New Year open shoot - if being in February still counts as New Year 
of course…. 

A fantastic level of support as just over 100 expectant and eager archers joined us for a great 
day of archery in our amazing woodland. We never take your support for granted and send 
our sincere thanks to each of you from every one of us, especially bearing in mind the                     
inconvenience of the last-minute change of date.   

This was a special day for us at Aurora as we remembered our dear friend and fellow                  
Aurorean Peter Gillard by awarding an engraved tankard in his name to the top Compound 
Unlimited score on the day. Peter shot many styles in his time, UL being one of them, with 
previous winners being in the Longbow and Hunting Tackle classes. Peter’s Daughter Helen 
had planned to present the award but sadly was not able to make the new date (she was      
elsewhere shooting and winning medals herself!) – next year hopefully. 

It was an overcast but dry day offering excellent shooting conditions throughout - even the 
car park was on our side with few issues getting folks in or out other than navigating around 
the fly tipping remnants – a massive relief bearing in mind how boggy it was in some places. 

I am delighted to report that everything ran pretty much like clockwork, we 
were all done and dusted including medals and folks heading home by 4.30pm 
with plenty of daylight to spare – as Hannibal Smith on the A Team would say: 
"I love it when a plan comes together" - (one for the older generation there!).   

Being ever conscious of the limited daylight hours, we adopted our proven                  
format that has worked so well for this event in previous years - a  2 x 20  course 
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our sincere thanks to each of you from every one of us, especially bearing in mind the                     

This was a special day for us at Aurora as we remembered our dear friend and fellow                  

was laid with each target double-pegged, restricting it to two-arrows max per target with any 
second arrows to be taken from the same peg as the first; this allowed us to have six archers 
per target, which under normal circumstances would be a real struggle but, in this format,    
isn’t a problem.   

Massive thanks and congratulations to Steffan and the whole course-laying team for creating 
such a fantastic course. A creative, varied, deceptive and ultimately challenging track taking 
full advantage of the unusual terrain, trees and natural water features. Well done everyone, a 
brilliant job fully appreciated by all those who attended as demonstrated through some truly 
excellent feedback. 

Bearing in mind the challenge, some excellent scores were returned across all classes and 
many congratulations go to Gary Cole who won the Peter Gillard tankard by 6 points with an 
awesome score of 944 and 37 Spots in Compound Unlimited.  

On now to the final round of thanks to everyone that made the day possible and such a               
success. To every member of Aurora who helped in any way over the weekend and during 
the run up, a sincere thank you, you are all brilliant and we couldn’t do it without you;               
specifically, and in no particular order (apologies, I’m bound to have forgotten someone…), 
Nadine, Jason, Bryany, Phil, Kieran, Hazel, Sew Peng, Kwan and Garry in the catering tent for 
keeping the assembled masses fed and watered throughout – always fantastic fare gratefully 
devoured by everyone - some of the homemade cakes were particularly delicious; to Hazel, 
Bryany and Elliot for keeping everything in order in the admin tent amidst the mad rush of  
returns and scorecard signings; to the wonderful Elliot Tricker for presenting the medals and 
Peter’s tankard – so wonderful to see you Elliot – it’s been a long time!; to Adam for some 

fabulous photos including some perfectly timed action shots; to Tom from Radical 
Bikes for your tireless support and humour in allowing us to take over your 

ground for the day, and last but no means least, Lord Petre for kindly allowing 
us all to enjoy his fabulous Parsons Spring woodland. 

We look forward to welcoming you once again for more fun in the woods at our 
next shoot on September 8th but before then at the 3D Champs later in the year 

when Aurora will be setting one of the courses for your delight – enjoy!  
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In the meantime, stay safe, be well, shoot straight and keep smiling. 

~ Martin Joy ~ 

 

AFB - M        Score/Spots  

Roger Massey  1066 Field Archers  766 10 

Mark  Jones  Rednex    682 7 

Allen Grayson  Afan Nedd   670 4 

Paul Chittenden Bridgewood FAC  618 7 

Graham Brown  Independent   602 7 

Bruno Rouschmeyer  -    602 1 

James Brown  Bridgewood FAC  548 2 

Joseph Raines  Magic Dragon   504 1 

Phil  Stratton  1066 Field Archers  468 1 

    

AFB - F 

Claude Rouschmeyer -    552 4 

Georgina Brown Independent   510 3 

    

BB - M    

Ian  Edwards   Co60     776 13 

Pedro Portela   Co60     748 10 

Terry Stevens  Independent   734 9 

Aaron  O'Shea   Afan Nedd   692 7 
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BB - M continued      Score/Spots  

Garry Fisk   Oakwood    684 12 

Peter Humphrey C.O.L.A.    644 4 

Owen Biggs  COLA    616 5 

Grant  Knightly  Co60     538 3 

    

BB - F   

Sue Dickenson  HNA     656 5 

Vikki  Motchman  TFA     394 2 

Zoe Burgess  Bridgewood FAC  394 1 

Melanie Hart  HFA     304  

    

BH - M 

Dave Andrews  Hartspring   710 10 

Tom Rushton   TFA     548 2 

    

CL - M 

Duane Williams  Totem Archers   814 20 

    

 FS - M 

 Richard  Gardiner  Independent   806 18 

 Doug Shaw   Toft Hill    674  5 
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HT - M        Score/Spots  

Steve Rand  Bridgewood FAC  664 6 

David Moore  1066 Field Archers  652 9 

Neil Gamble   -    622 7 

Neil (Stan) Baxter Excaliber    584 2 

Shaun Bateman Co60     578 2 

Cliff Meyer  Toft Hill    350 2 

Terry Chittock  Independent   222 1 

HT - F   

Olivia  Morgan   Independent   474 1 

Clair Parfit  TFA     286     

LB - M   

Alain Jacq   Independent   698 8 

Nick Murphy  C.O.L.A.    654 6 

Robert Webb  Independent   538 2 

John Levoguer   HNA     526 3 

Roy Wareham  Hertfordshire Field Archers  488  3 

James Walker  HFA     436 5 

Clifford Nash  HFA     424 3 

Scott  King  HNA     418 1 

Bryan  Whyte  Co60     400 

LB - F 

Karen Freeman  1066 Field Archers  506 1 

PV - M 

Andy Doyle  Independent   562 2 

Kevin Button  Priory Bowmen   562  

Michael Ashington Longbow Heritage  556 5 

Ian Stanley   TFA     534 3 
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PV - M continued      Score/Spots 

Andy  Neville  Fleet Ibex    288 

 

PV - F 

Tracey Rodford  Afan Nedd   380 1 

Carolyn Neville  Fleet Ibex    372 1 
 

TB - M   

John  Barcroft   1066 Field Archers   784 12 

Mark Stockton  Co60     748 8 

Lee Brown  Bridgewood FAC  692 9 

Paul Bromwich  Co60     678 1 

Adam  Browning  TFA     668 3 

Mark  Wiseman HNA     654 6 

Peter Arterton  Bridgewood FAC  622 6 

Peter  Morgan  Cloth of Gold   600 3 

Tom Milner  1066 Field Archers  598 7 

Mick Maxen  Cloth of Gold   598 4 

Bill Allender  1066 Field Archers  538 1 

Steve Dickenson HNA     534 2 

John Wilde  TFA     516 1 

Kevin Hill   HFA     466 3 

Neill O'Brien Cloth of Gold   460 1 
 

  TB - F        

  Lauren  Morse    1066 Field Archers   596  3 

   Sarah Allender   1066 Field Archers   446  1 
 

    TB - U16G    

      Kalli Simmonds     Independent       498  2 
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Peter Gillard Memorial Tankard winner                                                                                           
 

with the highest Unlimited score - Gary Cole 

TD - M        Score/Spots  

Sarfraz  Aslam  Co60     652 4 

Israr Khan   Co60     606 3 

Shahin Ahmed  Co60     438 1 

Abdul  Oyede  Tuba Archery   414 1 

Ahmad Teladia  Co60     292 0 
 

TD - U12B    

Umar  Aslam  Co60     528 3 
 

TD - U16B    

Abdullah Aslam Co60     574  
 

TXB - M    

Stone Henricksson Independent   710 10 
 

UL - M    

Gary Cole   THWAC    944 37 

Iain Cope   Black Eagle   938 36 

Philip  Jarrett  Senlac    924 33 

Karl Bowles  Avalon     916 32 

David Lovell  Black Eagle   904 29 

Tim Cathmoir  TFA     888 25 

Andy Williams  Black Eagle   884 25 

David Stone  Black Eagle   856 22 

Brian Richardson Oakwood    806 16 
 

UL - F    

Sarah Cope   Black Eagle   856 24 
 

XB - M    

Neil Melton   HFA     886 24 
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 www.shirearchery.co.uk 

Peter Gillard Memorial Tankard winner                                                                                                                 



 

 

Find me on Facebook 
@ “Twangers Arrows” 

 

 

 
 

or email me at:  
johnp1963@sky.com  
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STAFAA Indoor                        

Championship 2024 
 

Report by Colin Baxter; photos and report                              

           supplied by Linda Sutherland. 

 

STAFAA hosted the Indoor Target Championship 

on Sunday 11th February at Grangemouth 

Sports Complex. 
 

A total of sixty-five archers competed,               

including guests from Monkland, Birkhill 

and Inverness Archers, who all made an    

exceptionally good account of themselves. 

Both morning and afternoon sessions were well 

attended, and it was good to see so many fresh 

faces. The scoring was tight within the different bow 

styles and we even had a nail-biting shoot-off for silver        

between Ross Sandilands and veteran Phil Sutherland.  
 

Champion Archers on the day included: 
 

 Alasdair Taylor, Lesley Jack, Istvan Tomori, Ryan Davies,                  

 Anthony Geraghty & Jordan Aitken (x 2);  
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STAFAA Indoor                        

Report by Colin Baxter; photos and report                               

Alasdair Taylor, Lesley Jack, Istvan Tomori, Ryan Davies,                  

 

 Diane Bridge, Felicity Sykes Robertson, Marcus McInally,                 

 Grace Buchanan & Frank Hynds; and  
 

 Lesley Logue, Nathan Eyre, Ralph Walker and wee Emma Oliver 

 who took part in her first ever event. 
 

So many promising young archers coming through the ranks                 

these days - young Ryan, Grace, Nathan and Emma 

will be names we will be seeing more of in the 

coming years... they would do well to follow 

Gabe Gamble’s example - this young role 

model has led the way at cub and junior 

level and was awarded “Best Improver” as 

an adult. He does put in the work mind you 

and the results show. 
 

The team event comprised of archers from 

the same club but different bow styles, their     

individual competition scores being transferred to 

the team total. West Lothian Archer teams “The Men 

in Tights” and “Lord of the Strings” took Gold and Silver                

respectively. Thankfully, the “Men in Tights” were not actually          

wearing tights for which we were all grateful. The “Beecraigs Beasts” 

had to settle for bronze but can take comfort from the fact they 

were definitely the most handsome. 
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Judging by the laughter and smiles at the medal ceremony at the 

end, a good time was had by all. More fun to come next month at 

the Indoor Flint Championships. 
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The National Association of Disabled Archers exists as a support  network for all                  

archers in the UK (and those abroad who have little support) with disabilities and               

chronic conditions, and those who support us. Together, we promote and support               

inclusivity across all archery styles, disciplines and UK organisations.  

 

In recent months, we have been able to pass on various donated items of archery              

equipment to disabled archers and archery clubs with disabled members.   

 

There is no charge for membership; simply join our Facebook group to meet new friends, 

to find advice, support and understanding and to discuss all things archery. 
    

Find us on Facebook: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1357070194424652/ 
 

Follow us on Instagram:  https://www.instagram.com/nadisabledarchers/ 
 

If you’re not on social media, feel free to drop us an email:  

nadisabledarchers@virginmedia.com 
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The National Association of Disabled Archers exists as a support  network for all                  

archers in the UK (and those abroad who have little support) with disabilities and               

chronic conditions, and those who support us. Together, we promote and support               

In recent months, we have been able to pass on various donated items of archery              

www.thearcherycompany.com 
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To help archers choose clubs that they can shoot crossbows at and/or 

take their trusty companions with them to shoot, I have compiled an 

albeit short yet important list of clubs and their most recent status 

on these queries! 
  

If you would like your club to be included in the list then just let me 

know - all I require is your Club’s Name and a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ regarding 

Dogs and a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ regarding Crossbows at your shoots. 
 

You can contact me in the following ways:- 

1. Email me at fieldarcherynewsukmagazine@gmail.com  

2. Contact me via the FAN UK website at                                       

http://fieldarcherynewsuk.wixsite.com/fanuk   

3. Send me a Private Message via the FAN UK Facebook page - 

https://www.facebook.com/FieldArcheryNewsUK/ . 

 

Thank you to all clubs that have let                 Thank you to all clubs that have let                 Thank you to all clubs that have let                 

me know so far, Hels :me know so far, Hels :me know so far, Hels :---)))   
   

   

   

* Current list updated 4* Current list updated 4* Current list updated 4ththth February 2024 * February 2024 * February 2024 * 

Dogs & Crossbows  
Club List 2024 



 

CLUB Crossbows Dogs 

Pines Park Archers 
No - sorry, due to landowner 
restrictions. YES - on leads & with owners at all times please. 

Rednex YES NO 
Stonebow Field Archers NO - sorry. NO - sorry. 
Kings Lynn FA YES YES 
Ye Olde Delph Bowmen YES YES 
Delamere Field Archers NO YES, with well-behaved owners! 
Paget de Vesey YES YES 
Black Arrow FAC YES YES 
Ashcombe Valley Archers YES YES 
Spirit of Sherwood YES YES 
Cheshire Oak Bowmen YES NO 

Westcombe Archers YES 
YES - with advance notification, on leads & with owners at 
all times please. 

Archers of Dolphinholme YES YES 
Longbow Heritage YES YES 
Pennington Archers YES YES 
Redgauntlet Archers YES YES 
Forest Spirit Archers (near 
Cluny in Fife) NO YES 
Auld Kirk Bowmen YES YES 
Redoubtables Archery YES NO 
Toad Hollow Archers YES YES - on leads at all times please. 
Oakwood Bowmen NO - sorry. No - sorry. 
Butsfield Bowmen YES YES 
Druids Field Archers YES YES - on leads please. 
Lakeland Field Archers  YES YES 
Brixham Archers  NO NO 
Aurora FAC YES YES 
Black Sheep Archers YES YES 
Artemis Archers YES YES 
Centaura Bowmen YES YES 
Hanson Bowmen  YES YES 
Long Eaton Field Archers YES YES 
South Hams Field Archers YES YES 

Pentref Bowmen NO 
We have a no dogs on the course policy however, archers are welcome to bring 
their pets but they must be left in their vehicles while the shoot is in progress. 

Birkhill FAC (near Wormit, 
Fife, Scotland) Sorry, it's a NO. YES - well behaved dogs on leads at all times please. 
Riggwelter Field Archers NO YES - but on a lead. 
Regent Archers NO YES 
Avalon Archers YES NO - unfortunately the land owner does not accept dogs. 

Wolfshead Field Archers YES YES - on leads at all times please. 
Muscovy Archers YES YES 
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2. Contact me via the FAN UK website at                                       

Thank you to all clubs that have let                 Thank you to all clubs that have let                 Thank you to all clubs that have let                 



 

www.facebook.com/dwdlaser 



 



 

 

 

 

 

~  F o r  t h e  l o v e  o f  f i e l d  a r c h e r y  ~ 

 
Thank you for reading & 

for your ongoing support - 

the very best of shooting         

to you all! 


